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Abstract

Keywords

Capacity reservation is a common offering in public clouds
and on-premise infrastructure. However, no prior work provides capacity reservation with SLO guarantees that takes
into account random and correlated hardware failures, datacenter maintenance, and heterogeneous hardware. In this
paper, we describe how Facebook’s region-scale Resource
Allowance System (RAS) addresses these issues and provides
guaranteed capacity. RAS uses a capacity abstraction called
reservation to represent a set of servers dynamically assigned
to a logical cluster. We take a two-level approach to scale
resource allocation to all datacenters in a region, where a
mixed-integer-programming solver continuously optimizes
server-to-reservation assignments off the critical path, and a
traditional container allocator does real-time placement of
containers on servers in a reservation. As a relatively new
component of Facebook’s 10-year old cluster manager Twine,
RAS has been running in production for almost two years,
continuously optimizing the allocation of millions of servers
to thousands of reservations. We describe the design of RAS
and share our experience of deploying it at scale.
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1

Introduction

Cluster managers [28, 31, 45] place containers or virtual machines on servers and manage their lifecycle. In the past
decade, a significant amount of research has focused on
developing efficient resource allocation solutions in datacenters. Numerous approaches have been adopted by public
clouds [27], open-source systems such as Kubernetes [31],
and proprietary systems such as Google’s Borg [45], Facebook’s Twine [39], and Microsoft’s Protean [27].
Capacity reservation is a common offering in public clouds [3,
6, 23, 34, 35], which “ensures the peace of mind that you have
capacity availability when you need it during critical events,
such as disaster recovery or unexpected workload spikes [35].”
However, there is scant literature on how it works, especially,
how to provide guaranteed capacity despite large-scale failures in datacenters. In this paper, we describe how we solve
this problem for our on-premise infrastructure, whose size
is comparable to that of the largest public clouds.
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There are several challenges in providing guaranteed capacity. First, it needs to account for independent and correlated failures [44] across various scopes including server,
rack, datacenter, network switch, power row, and cooling
systems. Naively increasing the buffer capacity to handle all
potential failures would be prohibitively expensive.
Second, the cluster manager needs to uphold a capacity
guarantee despite constant infrastructure lifecycle events
such as OS kernel upgrades, physical maintenance at various
scopes, hardware refresh, and datacenter turn-ups. Each of
these can cause different magnitudes of server capacity loss
and the cluster manager needs to acquire replacement servers
in a timely manner.
Third, a cluster manager should provide capacity that
meets the constraints of its workloads and also considers
hardware heterogeneity. For instance, some workloads might
gain a significant performance boost on a particular CPU generation, others might require affinity with storage systems
and databases to meet latency requirements, while yet others
might need all their servers situated within a single datacenter so that they would not overwhelm cross-datacenter
network links.
Finally, the increased scale of modern infrastructure further exacerbates these challenges as there exists an inherent
trade-off between the decision quality and the speed of resource allocation. If the cluster manager prioritizes meeting
an allocation-speed service level objective (SLO) by compromising the allocation spread across fault domains, a single
large-scale correlated failure might render a significant fraction of capacity unavailable.
It is challenging to allocate a set of servers that simultaneously satisfy guaranteed capacity requirements, support
datacenter lifecycle operations, and meet complex workload
constraints, while still achieving low-latency container placement. To that end, we propose breaking resource allocation
into a two-level problem: 1) assigning servers to logical clusters and 2) assigning containers to servers in a cluster.
While the latter has been widely explored [9, 12, 16, 22, 27–
31, 36, 43, 45–47], assigning servers to clusters has received
far less attention in the past. These two levels compliment
each other. Some problems that are hard or impossible to
be solved by the latter can be more easily solved by the former. This paper presents our solution for server assignment,
which runs off the critical path of container placement.

1.1

Prior Solutions

The most common approach of assigning servers to clusters
is based on static scopes. For example, all servers in a datacenter may belong to one cluster. Servers may be added to or
removed from a cluster, but often these changes are manually
initiated. A benefit of this approach is that the static cluster
membership reduces the candidate servers to be evaluated
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on the critical path of container placement. Hence, it enables
new containers to be quickly deployed within a few seconds
by using servers already in the cluster. Unfortunately, this
benefit comes with some drawbacks. First, with static assignment of servers to clusters, some clusters may run out
of capacity and cannot sustain higher loads, while others
are underutilized. Second, server allocation may be suboptimal due to variation in power and network consumption of
workloads and their different hardware requirements such
as certain CPUs, flash storage, and memory capacity. Finally,
service owners have to individually prepare for datacenterscale failures by themselves.
Our previous approach at Facebook, presented in Twine [39],
is to forego the boundary of physical clusters and datacenters, and use a shared mega server pool that comprises all
servers from datacenters in a geographical region connected
by a low-latency network. Conceptually, Twine organizes
servers into logical clusters called entitlements. When a new
container needs to be started but cannot fit on any existing
server in an entitlement, a free server is greedily acquired
from a shared region-level free-server pool and added to
the entitlement to host the new container. When the last
container running on a server is decommissioned, the server
is returned to the shared free-server pool. On one hand,
this approach has the benefit that a single server pool eliminates server capacity stranded in many smaller physical
clusters. On the other hand, it puts a whole region’s serverto-entitlement assignment on the critical path of container
placement. As a result, previously we had to adopt simple
heuristics to make quick server-assignment decisions, which
led to sub-optimal server assignment and could not provide
guaranteed capacity in the event of correlated failures.
Overall, both approaches, though highly practical, have
their limitations. Ideally, a cluster manager should combine
their benefits without their drawbacks.

1.2

Our Solution: Continuous Server
Reassignment

In this paper, we present Twine’s new server-allocation component, called Resource Allowance System (RAS). RAS uses a
capacity abstraction called reservation to represent a set of
servers dynamically assigned to a logical cluster. A reservation provides to its workloads a certain amount of guaranteed capacity that takes into account random and correlated
failures, datacenter maintenance events, heterogeneous hardware resources, and compound workload requirements and
characteristics.
RAS adopts a two-level approach that first assigns servers
to reservations off the critical path and then allocates containers to servers within each reservation. Through the two-level
approach, server-assignment constraints are removed from
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the latency-sensitive container-placement process, and are
evaluated at the reservation-creation time and maintained
continuously. Moreover, the two-level approach enables multiple container allocators to run independently for better
scalability, by treating each reservation as a separate logical
cluster. Finally, each reservation embeds the buffer capacity
needed for handling large-scale failures and maintenance, removing server-to-reservation assignments from the critical
path of these operations.
RAS exploits the inherent computational slack to deploy a
mixed-integer-programming (MIP) solver to optimize serverto-reservation assignments at a regional level, continuously,
every few tens of minutes. The generality of MIP allows RAS
to incorporate a broad set of factors into the optimization
problem, including capacity requirements, server availability,
network, datacenter topology, as well as random and correlated failure buffer constraints. Furthermore, RAS introduces
stability and optimality objectives that minimize movement
of servers and optimize server spread across fault domains
of various scopes.
To cater to the increasingly heterogeneous hardware resources within datacenters, RAS abstracts the amount of heterogeneous hardware through relative resource units (RRUs).
RRUs allow RAS to form reservations based on equivalent
heterogeneous resources that take into account a workload’s
relative performance on different CPU, memory, flash, GPU,
and ASIC configurations.
Overall, RAS has several advantages over prior solutions.
First, RAS avoids the drawbacks of statically-scoped clusters,
including capacity stranded in clusters and the burden for
service owners to individually prepare for large-scale failures.
RAS resolves them by dynamically adjusting servers assigned
to reservations to best match workload characteristics and
underlying infrastructure changes, and by embedding and
optimizing failure and maintenance buffers as part of reservations. Second, RAS avoids the drawbacks of Twine’s previous
approach of performing server assignments on the critical
path of container placement, by allocating a reservation’s
full capacity ahead of time. Hence, container placement can
immediately use a free server already in the reservation. Finally, RAS offers to users the simple abstraction of workloads
running on a reservation that provides guaranteed capacity
and supports stacking. Underneath, RAS takes care of hierarchical fault domains in a region, random and correlated
failures, datacenter maintenance, heterogeneous hardware,
network affinity, power consumption, and myriad of other
datacenter constraints and realities.
As a relatively new component of Twine, RAS has been
running in production for almost two years. RAS achieves
near fully allocated regions, where close to 94% of servers are
allocated for workloads as guaranteed capacity, 2% are allocated for random failures, and the remaining 4% are allocated
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Figure 1: Regional Datacenter Topology.

for large-scale correlated failures.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• RAS introduces the concept of reservation, i.e., a guaranteed amount of server capacity that functions as a
logical cluster and abstracts away the complexity of
datacenters, hardware heterogeneity, and workload
characteristics.
• RAS presents a two-level approach that decouples
server-to-reservation assignments from container placement.
• RAS formulates server assignments as a MIP problem.
We describe our techniques for scaling our MIP solver
to allocate up to a million servers in a whole region.
• RAS optimizes server assignments based on a broad
set of factors such as capacity requirements, datacenter topology, random and correlated failures, server
movement constraints, and fault-domain spread.

2

Resource Management Realities

Efficiently providing guaranteed capacity within a region
poses significant challenges to resource allocation due to
the capacity scale, intricacies of datacenters, and diverse
workload characteristics.

2.1

Region Layout

Facebook’s infrastructure is geo-distributed across multiple regions around the globe. Figure 1 shows a high-level
overview of a region’s layout. A region consists of multiple
datacenters connected through high-bandwidth networking.
At Facebook, each datecenter is composed of several fault
domains defined by the power main switch board (MSB),
which are isolated power and network domains that can fail
independently. Each MSB consists of thousands of servers.
The network latency within a region is less than a millisecond. This enables resource management to aggregate
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2.2

Hardware Heterogeneity
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Figure 2: Hardware heterogeneity across MSBs.
Figure 2 shows that there are nine hardware types and a
total of 12 subtypes. Furthermore, there is a large variation of
the hardware mixture across MSBs. With the emergence of
persistent memory and specialized hardware such as GPUs
and accelerators for AI and video [19], datacenters are bound
to exhibit even higher heterogeneity in the future. As a result,
server assignment needs to take into account the hardware
heterogeneity across MSBs and abstract away physical hardware characteristics to more uniform metrics.

2.3

2.0

Impact of Hardware Heterogeneity on
Services

Services are commonly classified based on their resource requirements such as compute, memory, storage, and network.
A major challenge of resource allocation is to automatically
adapt to different types and generations of hardware available at hand. In order to classify how a service benefits from a
given hardware generation, we define a metric called Relative
Value that accounts for the important performance metrics

Processor Gen I
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Processor Gen III

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Turn-up and decommission of servers combined with the
increased hardware heterogeneity leads to vastly different
hardware mixtures across MSBs. Figure 2 shows the hardware mixture across a set of representative MSBs within a
region. The last bar shows the average mixture across all the
MSBs of the region. Hardware resources are broken down
into < 𝐶𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖 > tuples where 𝐶 represents a hardware
category while 𝑆 represents subtypes within each category.
We divide hardware into subtypes only if there is a notable
performance difference.

100

of each service. To compute the Relative Value, we aggregate the average for each service across the entirety of its
instances. We further use this metric to guide our capacity
planning for each service.

Relative Value

resources across datacenters in a region beyond the traditional concept of a physical cluster, which is historically
constrained within a datacenter. Still, the network bandwidth across datacenters in a region is only a fraction of the
bandwidth between racks in the same datacenter. As a result,
server assignments need to consider cross-datacenter bandwidth. Such constraints are important for network-intensive
workloads such as distributed machine learning training that
can swiftly saturate the available bandwidth.

DataStore

Feed1
Feed2
Web
Production Services

Fleet Avg

Figure 3: Relative value gained across Facebook’ services across three processor generations.
Figure 3 shows how a set of four large services within Facebook gain values from different hardware generations. Each
service is normalized individually to the first hardware generation. Some services gain significant values from new hardware generations. For example, Web gains 1.47x and 1.82x, by
upgrading to the second and third hardware generation respectively. The fifth group shows the fleet average across all
Facebook’s services excluding the major four shown in the
figure. The result indicates that in general processor generation upgrades lead to significant gains. However, some major
services such as the DataStore do not see any gains. Others
like Feed gain from one generation but not the next. Clearly,
service intrinsics introduce important server assignment
constraints and opportunities. In general, every workload
scales slightly differently although similar workloads exhibit
comparable scaling. Notably, it is important to provide a resource abstraction such that hardware-specific nuances do
not burden individual service owners.

2.4

Diverse Capacity Requests

At Facebook we opted to split resource management between
capacity and container requests. Capacity requests are usually initiated by engineers and capacity planners. The result
is a collection of hardware resources that are then managed
by the container scheduler. Requests are commonly in the order of a few thousand per day. Furthermore, they are highly
diverse as they exhibit multiple degrees of variation across
the number of requested resources and hardware types.
Figure 4 shows the requested hardware capacity in normalized units across the possible hardware types that can
fulfill them. A capacity unit represents a physical server. We
plot the y-axis on log-scale and aggregate the frequency of
requests. Each circle represents the amount of servers of a
given server type. The size of the circle shows the amount
of requests across all services. For example, the circle in
hardware type 8 and capacity unit 100, shows that capacity
requests for about 100 servers that can be full-filled by 8
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Figure 4: Requested capacity vs. the number of hardware types that can fulfill them.
hardware types are one of the most common. As we can see
from the figure, the requested capacity varies from one to
more than 10,000 units. The majority of requests range from
a few hundred to a few thousand units. A few requests are
close to 30,000, which are from very large Web and Feed
services deployed at Facebook.
Furthermore, capacity requests are spread over the possible hardware types that can fulfill them. Many requests
can only be served by a single type of hardware which is
usually the latest processor generation. A high number of
requests can be served by eight hardware types. These requests are from services that require one or two processor
generations and are agnostic to the remaining server configuration parameters such as main memory capacity. Finally,
a small number of capacity requests can be fulfilled by 10-12
hardware types because some services are able to make good
use of any hardware generation and system configuration.
Server assignment needs to handle the unceasing flow and
diversity of capacity requests such that it minimizes server
movements in the face of varying sizes of requested capacity
and takes into account their hardware requirements.

2.5

Server Unavailability Events

Server unavailability is common within datacenters. Maintenance, hardware failures, power capping, kernel updates,
and other operations lead to significant downtime of servers.
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unavailability is due to software events. The duration of unavailability events can be minutes for planned maintenance,
while hardware failures can last weeks. Planned unavailability events are controlled by infrastructure owners.
Combined planned and unplanned server unavailability
can render more than 5% of the regional capacity unavailable. Typically, planned unavailability events, such as maintenance, account for the majority of capacity loss. Maintenance operations including maintenance of servers, network
switches and power devices, kernel updates, and other operations lead to significant downtime of servers. However,
unplanned events that usually account for less than 0.5% of
the total capacity can spike to more than 3%.
Capacity unavailability due to random or correlated failures is a major challenge in datacenters. We consider failures
at the server level or the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch level as
random failures. For example, at any time 0.1% of Facebook’s
fleet is classified as unavailable due to hardware repairs, a
subcategory of random failures.
Correlated failures occur due to failures of common physical devices such as power breakers, network devices, or
cooling fans. The largest fault domain inside a datacenter at
Facebook is defined by the power main switch board (MSB),
which may consist of thousands of servers. Within a region,
we need to prepare for correlated failures as large as a whole
MSB. Figure 5 shows an example of a correlated failure that
caused a ≈4% capacity loss.
We have measured that roughly one MSB fails per month
per region at our current capacity. Moreover, Facebook performs planned maintenance events at the granularity of MSB,
which sets consistent expectations for handling planned
maintenance events and correlated failures at the MSB scope
or lower. Hence it is important to build resource management systems that provide guaranteed capacity to services
in the presence of large-scale failures or maintenance.

Unavailability Events %

3
Total

6

Unplanned
Unplanned Hardware
Correlated Failure

4
2
0

Week 1

Week 2
Week 3
Time Over One Month

Week 4

Figure 5: Server unavailability events over one month.
Figure 5 shows the number of planned and unplanned
unavailability events active in a region over periods of 60
minutes normalized to the total capacity of the region during a month. In addition the figure shows the percentage
of unplanned hardware failures. The remaining unplanned

RAS Design

RAS continuously optimizes server assignments and provides to services guaranteed capacity in the face of random
and correlated failures, diverse capacity requests, heterogeneous hardware resources, and compound service requirements and characteristics.

3.1

Two-level Architecture

Our guiding principle is to decouple container placement
from capacity allocation to enable region-wide optimizations
for capacity allocation. Figure 6 shows an overview of our
two-level architecture. The first level is RAS, which consists
of two main components, the Async Solver and the Online
Mover. The Solver uses mixed integer programming (MIP)
to continuously reason about the entire region capacity and
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Figure 6: The two-level architecture with the components of RAS on the left and the Twine Allocator & Scheduler
on the right. The Resource Broker on the bottom maintains server reservations of the regional capacity.
adapts resource binding to form dynamic capacity reservations. The Mover executes the Solver’s decision. The second
level is the Twine Allocator & Scheduler, which performs real
time container placement atop each reservation and manages
container lifecycle. The Health Check Service monitors all
servers in the fleet. Region Capacity of hardware resources is
virtualized through the Resource Broker that maintains server
status and other reservation information.
A reservation is a logical cluster that represents a materialized amount of resources that the Twine Allocator can use.
Each reservation is owned by a business unit to host their
services. Containers in a reservation are stacked on servers
assigned to the reservation. Reservations are characterized
by the amount of resources, hardware types, placement policies, and operating-system (OS) configuration requirements.
RAS abstracts the amount of heterogeneous hardware resources through relative resource units (RRUs). A resource
unit amount is defined for each server type reflecting throughput of the particular server type. Then, a total sum amount
of resource units are requested, which reflect the aggregate throughput requirement. RRUs ensure services can define the aggregate hardware capacity they require. Additionally, smaller services can use a simple count-based approach where expressed units are equivalent among server
types. RRUs avoid the pitfalls of uniform vCPUs as the minimum compute unit and can automatically and fairly adapt
to different generations of hardware that co-exist in datacenters. RRUs can be defined for all types of heterogeneous
resources such as accelerators, memory, storage, and network resources. RRUs effectively decouple capacity requests
from the actual hardware allocated and allow RAS to fulfill
each request by equivalent heterogeneous resources that
together form a reservation.

Twine’s Host Profile mechanism [39] allows each reservation to have custom OS configuration requirements (e.g.,
kernel version & settings) for its servers based on the needs
of its workloads. A reservation’s server placement policies
are enforced by RAS based on the constraints of workloads.
Most workloads within Facebook desire a wide spread across
MSBs in a region, whereas some workloads require network
and storage affinity.

3.2

Resource Management Flow

Facebook’s resource management is separated between capacity requests and container requests. A service owner first
performs a capacity request that defines her intent. The end
result is hardware capacity that forms a reservation and is
managed by the Twine Allocator.
Service owners create, modify, or delete capacity requests
1 expressed as RRUs via the Capacity Portal. The state of all
requests are stored in a database owned by RAS. The Async
Solver performs continuous optimizations at each solve 2 ,
and takes into consideration the latest request state and the
complete hardware fleet of a region from the Resource Broker,
a highly available storage that stores the current resource
binding and hardware unavailability events. The async solver
has a Service Level Objective (SLO) of completing each solve
within one hour. The goal is to provide a solution that fulfills the resource requirements and meets the placement
constraints such as sizing of failure buffers, network bandwidth limits, and fault-domain spread, while minimizing preemption to existing allocations, i.e., shuffling servers across
reservations. Its output 3 is a mapping between servers and
reservation IDs, signaling the binding intent, and is persisted
back in the Resource Broker by updating the target field.
The design of handling all server assignments via a single
solver under a one-hour SLO is ideal to optimize datacenter
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resources. However, despite efforts taken by service owners
to forecast capacity demands, there will always be situations
where emergency capacity is needed immediately and cannot wait for one hour. Our solution is to offer a separate
emergency path to quickly allocate capacity in these situations, and later the Async Solver can improve the potentially
suboptimal allocation done by the emergency path.
The Online Mover is responsible for changing the ownership of a server following updates from RAS solve outputs 4 .
It also performs two efficiency optimizations: shared buffers
and opportunistic capacity, as explained later. Each server
move includes steps such as preempting containers off the
current reservation and performing necessary host clean up
and OS reconfiguration based on the target reservation specification. The outcome of this process is capacity binding
that ties hardware resources to reservations 5 .
After a capacity request is complete, the service owner can
submit container requests 6 . Twine’s two-level architecture
enables the Twine Allocator to provide swift response times
of seconds on the critical path of container allocation. The
Twine Allocator leverages the Resource Broker to get a list
of candidate servers by referencing the reservation ID and
perform further filtering and optimizations based on the constraints of the job at hand. Within a reservation, containers
from different jobs can be placed on one server.
The Health Check Service monitors all servers in a region
and updates the unavailability field in the Resource Broker 7 .
Both the Twine Allocator and Online Mover subscribe to
unavailability events via call back. Unplanned events prompt
the Online Mover to provide replacement servers within one
minute, and then the Twine Allocator & Scheduler move
containers to those servers. Replacement servers for planned
events are already baked into the reservation and do not
need the Online Mover to take actions on the critical path.
Finally, RAS re-evaluates its past server-assignment decisions every hour 8 in order to take into account capacity
fluctuations and continuously optimize resource bindings.

3.3

Failure Buffers

At Facebook, we have observed that the p97.5 server unavailability over 90 days is ≈1% of the global fleet capacity.
Correlated failures are observed at the frequency of ≈0.5%
of power rows and ≈2% of MSBs impacted over a year. RAS
manages random failures and correlated failures differently
in order to minimize the buffer capacity.
3.3.1 Handling Random and Correlated Failures
All reservations use a common pool of shared buffers to
handle random failures. Upon a server failure, the Online
Mover reassigns a server from the shared buffer to the impacted reservation in less than a minute, as shown in 4 of
Figure 6. This quick decision may not be optimal and the
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Async Solver may generate a better assignment later. Using
a shared random-failure buffer saves capacity and is feasible because of the low random-failure rate and the short
server-replacement time. RAS uses long-term trends and
forecasting to predict how many extra servers are needed
for random-failure events. Currently, this is 2% of the total
region capacity.
Within a region, our infrastructure is designed to handle
the failure of a whole MSB without causing noticeable impacts on services. RAS handles correlated failures through
embedded buffers, i.e., the buffer servers are already preallocated into reservations. In the event of a correlated failure,
the Twine Allocator can immediately use the buffer servers to
host containers without the Online Mover taking any action.
We do not use shared buffers for correlated failures because a
correlated failure may eliminate thousands of servers in one
MSB. Finding and moving replacement servers at that scale
in near real time would add significant complexity on the
critical path of failure mitigation, leading again, to a trade-off
between server assignment quality and response time.
In addition to handling correlated failures, embedded buffers
are also used to handle large-scale planned maintenance
events at the granularity of an MSB. In other words, planned
maintenance and correlated failures share the same buffer,
which leads to significant cost savings. In the event of a
correlated failure, maintenance events are paused and embedded buffers are returned to deal with the failure in two
phases. 75% of embedded buffers are returned within seconds
while the remaining 25% within 30 minutes. This is possible as our maintenance scheduling system limits concurrent
maintenance operations to 25% of an MSB.
The size of a reservation’s embedded buffer needs to be
as large as the reservation’s largest capacity in any MSB,
because it has to anticipate the failure of any MSB. RAS
optimizes the placement to minimize the buffer size. For
example, in a production region with 36 MSBs, RAS required
4.2% of capacity for embedded failure buffers. Taking into
account imbalances between capacity requests and spread of
heterogeneous hardware across MSBs, the minimal required
buffer capacity is 4.06%. If hardware was perfectly spread
across MSBs, the lower bound would be 100 / 36 = 2.8%.
3.3.2 Storage Services
Storage services have some unique requirements. They utilize all capacity in a reservation, including embedded buffers,
to deploy redundant data copies. RAS enables replicationbased storage services by ensuring enough server spread to
maintain a quorum during an MSB failure. Furthermore, it
enables erasure-coding-based storage services by ensuring
enough server spread to minimize data shard re-construction
costs across alive servers during an MSB failure. Finally, to
ensure the locality between compute and storage, RAS can
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enforce that the compute capacity allocated to each datacenter matches the ratio of storage.

3.4

Elastic Reservation

When buffers are not in active use for handling failures or
maintenance events, they are handed out in the form of
Elastic Reservations to services that can utilize opportunistic
capacity, e.g., asynchronous computing platform and offline
machine learning training. Specifically, the Online Mover
monitors the usage of a server and changes its ownership
to an elastic reservation when it is idle. Elastic service owners, similar to guaranteed service owners, submit container
requests by referencing the elastic reservation ID. Whenever failure handling needs the buffer capacity, servers are
revoked from elastic reservations and returned back to the
original guaranteed reservations.

3.5

Async Solver

The core of RAS placement decisions is a MIP solver. RAS
formulates server-to-reservation assignment as an optimization problem and lets commercial solvers reason about the
combinatorial complexities. In the following sections, we
first summarize the intuition behind our optimization goals,
and then discuss how to practically solve a large MIP problem in production. Finally, we describe the details of our MIP
model.
3.5.1 Solver Intuition
RAS balances the capacity of an entire region continuously.
At each solve, RAS considers the previous solve result, the
capacity requests, and the server pool. The server pool information includes the hardware specification of each server,
their topologies in the region, unavailability events, and their
current reservation assignment. The shared random-failure
buffer is treated as a standalone special reservation.
Each placement goal can be treated as a constraint or an
objective. If a goal is important enough to block capacity
fulfillment, then we make it a constraint. Constraints are always more dominant and thus fixing them can come at high
objective costs. When competing constraints cannot be met,
we soften constraints such that no constraint can regress
from its initial value and there are high-priority objectives
associated with fixing as many constraints as possible. Otherwise, we make it an objective and strive to set parameters
appropriately, e.g., whether to introduce preemption (i.e.,
moving running containers) to fix such an objective.
Constraints. RAS determines the group of servers assigned to each reservation subject to capacity requirements,
server availability, network and correlated failure buffer constraints. Specifically, the capacity constraint enforces that the
allocated capacity for a reservation meets its requested capacity in RRUs. The availability constraint filters out servers
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that are unavailable due to unplanned failures, whereas unavailability due to planned maintenance is treated as usable
capacity as discussed in Section 3.3.1. The network constraint
aims to minimize unnecessary cross-datacenter communication traffic by enforcing compute capacity allocated to
each datacenter matches the ratio of storage. The correlatedfailure-buffer constraint ensures that after losing any MSB,
the reservation can still meet its capacity requirement.
Objectives. RAS optimizes for multiple objectives. First,
to minimize churns, RAS aims to move unused servers instead of those with running containers, and strives to maintain the same move in the current solve if a move was generated in a previous solve. Second, RAS spreads reservations
across MSBs to minimize correlated-failure buffers. Finally,
RAS aims to reduce hotspots that may overload rack switch
uplinks.
3.5.2 Scaling the Solver
Although RAS removes server-allocation decisions from the
critical path of container placement, it still needs to meet
the SLO of solving within one hour, which is challenging
due to the large number of servers in a region and a MIP
solver’s limited scalability. As RAS must ensure capacity
remains fungible within a region, trivial partitioning of the
problem would cause fragmentation. Our scaling strategy
revolves around exploiting the symmetry of servers in the
MIP. Furthermore, via phased solving, we cautiously trade
solution optimality for solving speed.
Exploit symmetry. RAS exploits the natural symmetry
in servers to reduce the size of the MIP problem. In Section 3.5.3, we express the basic MIP model with assignment
variables 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 which are 1 when server 𝑠 is given to reservation 𝑟 and 0 otherwise. In the MIP formulation, there are
large groups of servers where all of their assignment variables 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 have the same coefficients in all constraints and
objectives. In practice, these groups of servers are identical
in terms of our modeling. Thus, we merge them into a single
integer variable representing how many of that equivalence
class are assigned to a particular reservation.
Phased solving. By itself, the symmetry strategy above
is insufficient because it cannot be applied to servers with
different location properties such as rack, MSB and datacenter. Consider a region with 1000 reservations, 5 datacenters,
10 MSBs per datacenter, 200 racks per MSB, and 20 server
types. The product of all of those values leads to a scale of 200
million assignment variables even after exploiting symmetry,
which is beyond what MIP can solve within our SLO of one
hour. Empirically, we find that ≈10 million assignment variables is the upper limit. Thus, we chose to cautiously trade
solution optimality for reduced solving time via two-phase
solving.
In the first phase, RAS solves the problem without any
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Table 1: Notation for MIP

rack-related goals, which allows grouping more symmetric
servers into one assignment variable and reduces the problem to less than ten million variables. In the second phase,
RAS solves the problem with all goals in phase one plus rack
goals, but limits the problem to a subset of reservations in
order to keep the number of variables under a limit. The
reservations that have the worst rack-level objectives are
prioritized to be selected in this second phase. This is a compromise as we cannot guarantee that rack-related objectives
are immediately met for all reservations after one run of the
Async Solver.
3.5.3 MIP Model
We now present the detailed MIP model of RAS. The presentation is simpler on the raw problem without leveraging
symmetry. In practice, we express the problem using the raw
form, and then perform an automatic translation to group
symmetric assignment variables before constructing the MIP.
Table 1 describes the notation used for the following problem.
Minimize:
Õ

max 0,

𝑟 ∈𝑅,𝐺 ∈Ψ𝐾

Õ

+𝛽 ∗

(6)

∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, 𝐺 ∈ Ψ𝐷

(7)

4

(2)

𝑠∈𝐺

max 0,

𝑟 ∈𝑅,𝐺 ∈Ψ𝐹

𝐹

(𝑉𝑠,𝑟 ∗ 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 ) − 𝛼 ∗ 𝐶𝑟

(3)

𝑠∈𝐺

!
+𝜏 ∗

Õ

max

𝑟 ∈𝑅 𝐺 ∈Ψ

Õ

𝑉𝑠,𝑟 ∗ 𝑥𝑠,𝑟

(4)

𝐹

𝑠∈𝐺

Subject to:
Õ

𝑥𝑠,𝑟 ≤ 1,

𝑟 ∈𝑅

!
Õ

Õ

(𝑉𝑠,𝑟 ∗ 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 ) − max
𝐺 ∈Ψ𝐹

𝑠∈𝑆

𝑉𝑠,𝑟 ∗ 𝑥𝑠,𝑟

≥ 𝐶𝑟 ,

𝐴𝑟,𝐺

∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅

(𝑉𝑠,𝑟 ∗ 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 ) − 𝛼 𝐾 ∗ 𝐶𝑟

Õ

𝑉𝑠,𝑟
𝐶𝑟
Ψ𝐾,𝐹 ,𝐷

(5)

(1)

!
Õ

𝑋𝑠,𝑟
𝑀𝑠
𝜏
𝛽
𝛼 𝐾,𝐹

Set of all servers
Set of all reservations
Assignment variable which is 1 if server 𝑠 is assigned to
reservation 𝑟 and 0 otherwise
Constant initial assignment value
Movement cost of server 𝑠
Cost of each correlated-failure-buffer server
Cost of each server outside spread goals
Proportional limit of reservation for spread in 𝐾 (rack)
or 𝐹 (MSB fault domain)
RRU value of server 𝑠 for reservation 𝑟
Capacity desired for reservation 𝑟
Partition of servers based on 𝐾 (rack), 𝐷 (datacenter), or
𝐹 (MSB fault domain)
Affinity of reservation 𝑟 to a partition group 𝐺

∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆

𝑀𝑠 ∗ max(0, 𝑋𝑠,𝑟 − 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 )
!

Õ

𝑆
𝑅
𝑥𝑠,𝑟

Description

Assignment variables. Expression 5 represents our basic
assignment constraints which we utilize as a primitive for
the rest of the problem.
Embedded correlated-failure buffer. Expression 6 ensures that a reservation has sufficient remaining capacity
after the failure of any MSB, whereas Expression 4 minimizes
the correlated-failure buffer.
Shared random-failure buffer. RAS constructs a special
reservation for each hardware type to represent the randomfailure buffer shared by all reservations. The reservation’s
capacity is proportional to the expected random-failure rate.
Network affinity constraints. Expression 7 enforces a
reservation’s preference for physical datacenters. For example, if a service’s data resides in a datacenter, its compute
servers should also come from that datacenter in order to
minimize cross-datacenter traffic. Systems outside RAS determine the values of 𝐴𝑟,𝐺 , which dictates the amount of
capacity that should be allocated from different datacenters
for a reservation.

𝑠∈𝑆,𝑟 ∈𝑅

+𝛽 ∗

Notation

𝑠∈𝐺

Í

𝑠∈𝐺 (𝑉𝑠,𝑟

𝐶𝑟

∗ 𝑥𝑠,𝑟 )

− 𝐴𝑟,𝐺 ≤ 𝜃,

Stability objective. Expression 1 imposes a cost of 𝑀𝑠 for
each server 𝑠 that is moved out of a reservation. We impose
a large 𝑀𝑠 on servers with active running containers, and a
lower value if not.
Spread-wide objective. Expressions 2 and 3 promote the
spread of capacity at the rack and MSB levels, respectively.
𝛼 𝐾 and 𝛼 𝐹 are the tunable proportional spread parameters
that sets the desired threshold for proportion of capacity
allowed within a single physical scope. Then, 𝛽 is the parameter of objective penalty associated with each server
exceeding the desired threshold. The spread wide objective
also mitigates power and network hotspots.

Evaluation

RAS has been running in production for almost two years
and achieves near fully allocated regions. Currently, the capacity guarantee of RAS to a reservation is to tolerate the
failure of one MSB, and 2% of random failures within a region. Our evaluation sheds light on different aspects of RAS.
Specifically, it answers the following questions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How does RAS perform and scale in production?
What is the effect of RAS on correlated-failure buffers?
How does RAS spread services across MSBs?
What is the effect of RAS on cross-datacenter networks?
(5) What is the effect of RAS on power spread?
(6) Does RAS cause server-reassignment churns?
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To characterize the performance and scalability of RAS, we
first present the allocation time in a production region, breakdowns by phases, and solution quality of MIP. Finally, we
show the allocation time in several production regions to
demonstrate how RAS scales as a function of the number of
assignment variables.
Allocation Time Distribution

99% proven optimal to fix
all softened constraints

75

90% proven within 200
preemptions optimal
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Figure 7 shows the distribution of the production allocation time over three months for a region that hosts several
hundreds of thousands of servers. The mean allocation time
is 1.8K seconds. The distribution further reveals that the 95th
percentile is at 2.2K seconds while the 99th percentile is at
2.45K seconds, within the one-hour SLO. One reason for the
tight distribution is due to moderate hardware pool changes
between solves.
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Figure 9: Phase 1 MIP quality gap.
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Figure 7: RAS regional allocation time distribution.
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4.1.1

4.1.2 Allocation Quality
To meet the one-hour allocation-time SLO, we impose a
timeout on phase 1, which may interrupt the MIP solver
before a true optimal solution is found.

Percentile

RAS Performance and Scalability
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Allocation Time % Breakdown

MIP

Phase 2
80

100

Figure 8: RAS allocation time breakdown.
Figure 8 shows a breakdown of the allocation time. Phase 1
accounts for 60% of the total allocation time. Each phase is
broken down into four steps. The RAS Build step builds the
objectives and constraints required by RAS. The Solver Build
step builds the constraints and objectives based on the requirements and applies the symmetric-server optimization.
The Initial State step provides to the solver the initial assignment and perform the initial LP solve. Finally, the MIP step
does the actual MIP solving.
Phase 1 spends 67% of its time in the MIP step. By contrast,
Phase 2 spends only 19% of its time in the MIP step, whereas
almost 70% of its time is split equally between the two build
steps. These differences are due to differences in complexity
between the two phases. Phase 1 performs a coarse-grained
solve and takes into account the region’s entire capacity and
ensures basic capacity for reservations and failures buffers.
Phase 2 further refines the server assignments done by Phase
1.

Figure 9 evaluates the solution quality by showing the
gap with respect to an optimal solution. We evaluate the
quality of a solution by comparing the value of its objective
function (i.e., Expressions 1–4) with a) the coefficient cost of
a server reassignment across reservations requiring preemption (i.e., 𝑀𝑠 in Table 1), and with b) the cost of not fixing an
initially broken constraint (i.e., 𝛽 and 𝜏 in Table 1). 90% of
the solutions are optimal within 200 server preemptions and
99% of the solutions are optimal in that all initially broken
constraints are fixed. Our evaluation shows that running
the solver with a longer timeout often tightens the above
bounds but produces no new solution, indicating that early
timeout is practical. Moreover, we performed many investigations into production issues related to missed placement
goals or excessive server-move churns. We found that they
were almost always due to unrealistic and competing placement goals rather than low-quality solutions caused by early
termination.
4.1.3
Setup Time (Seconds)

4.1
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Figure 10: The time of Phase 1 & 2 spent in RAS build +
solver build + initial state, measured from Facebook’s
different production regions and shown as a function
of the number of assignment variables.
In Figure 8, even if we can reduce the MIP step’s time via
early timeout, the first three steps—RAS build, solver build,
and initial state—provide a lower bound on the allocation
time, which is reported in Figure 10. Additionally, Figure 11
shows the memory usage of the solver. Both time and memory grow linearly as a function of the number of assignment
variables.
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Figure 11: The memory usage of Phase 1 & 2 used by
RAS, measured from Facebook’s different production
regions and shown as a function of the number of assignment variables.
Figure 10 motivates the design of two-phase solving. Note
that Phase 2 is configured to add assignment variables until
it either covers 10% of reservations or reaches a maximum
of five million assignment variables. Without phasing, the
full problems would be at least 10x larger than the Phase 2
problems represented in Figure 10. Extrapolating linearly,
solving would require 75GB of memory but the time to just
set up the largest full MIP problem would take ≈4000 seconds,
exceeding our one-hour SLO. Currently, using two phases is
sufficient for our problem. In the future, we will likely add
more phases when we introduce additional placement goals
that significantly break server symmetry.

4.2

Spread of Services Across MSBs

Figure 13 shows the spread achieved by RAS for the top 30
services across all the MSBs in a region. We order the MSBs
based on time of deployment—the oldest MSBs have a lower
number, whereas the newest MSBs have a higher number and
host the newest hardware. Each vertical bar represents the
spread of a service’s capacity across MSBs. The color of a cell,
e.g., service 4 at MSB 24, represents the fraction of service
4’s capacity allocated at MSB 24. The color code is shown on
the right side of the figure. We color an MSB white if it is not
utilized by a service. A service is well spread across MSBs
if its vertical bar shows a relatively uniform color. Observe
that RAS spreads the majority of services across all MSBs,
with a few exceptions, based on other required placement
constraints.
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24
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Figure 13: Spread of services across MSBs.
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Figure 12: RAS helps reduce correlated-failure buffers
over a period of two months.
Figure 12 shows the effect on spare server capacity needed
to tolerate correlated failures as a region gradually enables
RAS for more reservations over time. The starting point is
Facebook’s previous production solution that was based on
greedy server assignment as described in Twine [39]. Specifically, for each service there is one MSB that hosts the largest
percentage of servers used by that service. Reducing this percentage helps reduce the number of spare servers needed to
tolerate the loss of one MSB. By minimizing expressions 3 & 4
of the MIP model in Section 3.5.3, RAS reduces the percentage of servers used by a service within one MSB from 15.1%
down to 5.8%. As additional MSBs were added to datacenters later, RAS further reduces this percentage down to 4.2%,
very close to the optimal lower-bound of 4.06%. If hardware
installation in datacenters was perfectly spread across all
MSBs, the theoretical lower bound would be 2.8%.

The 1st and 2nd services do not use some of the oldest
MSBs as they require hardware that is not present in those
MSBs. The 25-30th services do not use the newest MSBs,
because they prefer certain hardware that is discontinued
and not available in the new MSBs. The 13th service is MLfocused which is constrained to a single datacenter of the
latest 12 MSBs due to its high bandwidth requirements with
storage. Furthermore, this ML service desires a high amount
of the newest hardware that only exists in the latest 3 MSBs,
and is forced to have a high proportion of its capacity in
those MSBs. Services 6 and 15 are not yet ready to utilize
the newest hardware, so they have no capacity in the latest
MSBs. Overall, RAS achieves a near uniform distribution of
services by enforcing spread-wide objectives while catering
to heterogeneous hardware, datacenter topology constraints,
and constant capacity resizing performed by service owners.

4.4

Power Spread

Power is an important limiting resource within Facebook’s
datacenters. The same rules imposed to improve failure domain spread also improve power balance to avoid hotspots
and power capping.
Figure 14 shows the normalized power consumption variance across MSBs as a region gradually enables RAS. The

correlated failures. RAS strikes a balance among different
optimization constraints. It reduced cross-datacenter traffic
by more than 2.3x and 1.6x for batch and interactive Presto
services respectively, by enforcing network constraints while
meeting other constraints.
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Figure 14: RAS helps reduce power usage variance
across MSBs over a period of four months.
starting point is Facebook’s Twine [39] greedy server assignment solution that was running in production. Overtime,
RAS’ placement optimizations reduce the power imbalance
across MSBs. Specifically, the variance is reduced from close
to 0.9 down to 0.2. This significant reduction brings datacenters much closer to a uniform power distribution across
MSBs. Furthermore, RAS’ placement optimization reduced
the peak power usage of the most loaded MSBs and improved
their power headroom from near zero to 11%. Overall, RAS
leads to a higher predictability of power consumption, which
enables further optimizations for job placement, capacity
planning, and maintenance operations.

4.5

Cross-Datacenter Network Traffic

An exception to spread-wide rules is affinity of services with
high bandwidth needs. At Facebook the main network bottleneck within a region is cross-datacenter bandwidth. Furthermore, networking requirements of services exhibit a heavy
tail. Most services have minimal networking requirements
but the last few percentiles of services can swiftly saturate
cross-datacenter bandwidth. Optimizing placement of the
few such services within a region is important in order to
minimize cross-datacenter traffic.
Cross-datacenter
% of Network Traffic
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100%

Presto Interactive

Presto Batch

4.6

Server Movement Churns

As RAS’ continuous optimization reassigns servers across
reservations, it incurs the overhead of migrating containers running on those affected servers, which is particularly
harmful for stateful services.
Churn (% of hourly
server moves)

Normalized
Power Variance
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Figure 16: Weekly in-use vs. unused server moves.
Figure 16 shows the percentage of server movement per
hour. RAS enforces via expression 1 of the MIP in Section 3.5.3
to minimize movement and use a 10x smaller penalty for
servers without active running containers since their moves
are virtually free. The average hourly rate of unused server
moves is 10.6x greater than that of in-use. Overall, ≈80%
of servers run containers for guaranteed reservations and
RAS is able to meet most placement objectives by selecting
moves from the remaining 20% of servers that are either idle
or temporarily assigned to elastic reservations. The spikes
in the figure align with working hours, during which server
moves are mainly driven by capacity requests submitted by
engineers. During off-hours, there are few capacity requests
and server moves are mostly driven by random failures.
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5.1
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RAS has been running in production for almost two years and
manages the entire Facebook fleet. We believe that the following key ideas of RAS can be selectively integrated into other
systems: 1) Present to users the abstraction of dynamic reservations as opposed to static clusters, 2) Decouple server-tocluster assignment from container placement, 3) Formulate
server-to-reservation assignment as a general optimization
problem, 4) Scale the solver by exploiting server symmetry to
create equivalence sets and orchestrate solves into a hierarchy of phases based on optimization and infrastructure-level
scopes (e.g., availability zones and racks).
The key ideas of RAS can potentially be applied incrementally without being adopted all at once. Suppose your
infrastructure has 100 logical clusters (i.e., 100 reservations)
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Figure 15: RAS helps reduce cross-datacenter network
traffic over a period of two months.
Figure 15 shows the percentage of cross-datacenter traffic
for two services as RAS gradually enables cross-datacenter
networking affinity constraints in expression 7 of the MIP
in Section 3.5.3. They are interactive and batch SQL query
services based on Presto [37]. On one hand, placing a service
entirely within a single datacenter would eliminate crossdatacenter traffic. On the other hand, spreading a service
across datacenters reduces the buffer capacity for handling

Discussion
How to Apply RAS to Other Systems
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and ≈1,000 servers per cluster. You may apply MIP directly
to optimization problems of this scale without using the
idea 4 above for scalability. Furthermore, if your infrastructure cares less about complex constraints such as hardware
heterogeneity or is less strict in enforcing expectations such
as spread across fault domains, you may use simpler heuristics that tailor to your needs to dynamically assign servers
to logical clusters, without using MIP. Still, this approach
provides the benefits of flexible logical clusters, as opposed
to static clusters that may strand unused capacity.
If your infrastructure operates multiple physical clusters
and already has a quota system that admits jobs at the time
of job submission, you can apply RAS to convert each static
physical cluster to a dynamic logical cluster (i.e., reservation) and obtain immediate benefits without changing your
quota system. The quota system can apply to resources in
a reservation similar to how it applies to a physical cluster.
Instead of using static clusters, which have many limitations
described in Section 1.1, RAS allows you to easily grow or
shrink reservations to avoid stranded capacity. Moreover, a
reservation can enlist servers from different fault domains,
which improves fault tolerance of jobs running in a reservation.
We believe that RAS can be retrofitted into existing cluster
managers because the integration point is narrow, i.e., around
how a cluster manager maintains a list of servers in a cluster.
This interface should exist in every system. For example,
Kubernetes’ tool “kubeadm join” adds a node to a cluster.
At Facebook, Twine is a 10-year old cluster manager and we
were able to retrofit RAS into it successfully.

5.2

Additional Placement Goals

RAS is relatively new at Facebook, and we described the
current placement goals in Section 3.5.2. In the future, we
plan to leverage RAS to further increase the efficiency of our
datacenters. Specifically, we plan to incorporate additional
placement goals to further minimize network hotspots at
the rack-switch level, power hot spots across various power
domains, as well additional hardware constraints such SSD
burnout reduction through IO-aware server assignments.
The expressiveness of MIP allows us to easily introduce new
optimization goals.

5.3

Lessons Learned

Prioritize buffer capacity. When there is a capacity crunch
for a particular service and extra capacity is required, it can
be convenient to dip into currently unused buffer capacity.
However, depleting buffers reserved for failures can run
a real risk of harming the entire region and causing site
outages. Thus, RAS treats buffers just like a large, important
service that cannot be downsized. This forces pool operators
to find a safer solution by downsizing services that are less
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important.
Visibility into optimization decisions. Having granular visibility into the optimization decisions and the reasons
behind those decisions made by the solver is important to
operate a capacity management system at scale. Specifically,
it is important that we are able to describe to service owners
why they received a certain composition of hardware generations or particular spread across fault domains. Similarly,
when a capacity request gets rejected due to some requirements not being met, the rejection message needs to explain
the reason; otherwise, it is not actionable.
Running MIP on the critical path. While MIP provides
flexibility and expressibility, our use of a third-party MIP
solver introduces runtime risk from rare bugs. We manage
this risk by gradually rolling out new placement policies,
monitoring runtime and memory metrics to detect anomalies,
and thoroughly root-causing production issues.
Stacking reservations. RAS provides capacity guarantees at the granularity of individual servers. Stacking containers on a server is left for the container allocator to handle.
However, this puts burdens of capacity management and finding efficient stacking onto the reservation owner. To improve
efficiency, we are actively extending RAS so that a single
server can be shared by multiple stackable reservations.

5.4

Challenges

Although RAS is able to make guarantees on capacity, it also
introduces a few challenges.
Capacity-request delays. The RAS solver may take up
to one hour to grant a new capacity request, which is too
slow if the capacity is needed to handle an urgent site outage.
For emergencies, RAS provides an out-of-band mechanism
to directly write server assignments to the Resource Broker
to grant immediate capacity without obeying all placement
guarantees. Then, future solves will correct any placement
guarantees that were broken by this process. For normal
operations, the delay is a worthwhile trade-off for the benefits of high-quality resource allocation. This out-of-band
mechanism is also used as a back-up in a case where the RAS
solver may be unavailable.
Extra service preemption. RAS continuously optimizes
server assignments to achieve better resource allocation,
which may result in a higher preemption rate for services.
This requires service owners to build more flexible services
that can quickly adapt to a new composition of servers. This
in particular imposes more burden on sharded stateful services. Sharding layers have to re-evaluate how to spread
shards across the new composition of capacity. RAS strives
to minimize these preemptions and carefully vet any new
placement goal that may significantly increase preemptions.
Rigid capacity boundaries and random failures. To
clearly divide responsibilities, the container allocator works
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exclusively within a single reservation. This rigid capacity
boundary can be problematic for scenarios where random
failures exceed planned failure limits. In such situations, service owners will not have replacement capacity until a slow
RAS solve provides healthy capacity. Before RAS was integrated with Twine, there were less strict claims to capacity,
so any server without a container could be leveraged as
a replacement in this scenario at the risk of poor service
placement.
Outages larger than a single MSB. Despite best efforts
to keep correlated failures down to at most a single MSB of
capacity, there are still unexpected events which can exceed
this amount. The operational response today considers the
region not operational and re-routes traffic to other regions
as our capacity planning ensures we can handle peak load
with a single region down. However, that is not the ideal
long-term solution as the probability increases of multiple
regions being down simultaneously. Today, in such an outage
scenario, RAS considers all reservations equally and does
not revoke granted capacity. RAS will need to adapt to make
the best trade-offs in capacity among reservations to keep a
region as functional as possible.

6

Related Work

Cluster scheduling and solvers. Prior research [10, 12, 16,
17, 21, 30, 40, 43, 45] has proposed several heuristic-based
solutions for scheduling and resource management. A body
of research has adopted solvers [13, 20, 24–26, 38, 41, 42],
usually within a small cluster. Medea [20] uses MIP to place
containers for long-running applications only within a cluster of a few thousand nodes. DCM [38] allows a developer
to use SQL to express placement constraints, which is then
translated into an optimization problem. DCM is evaluated
via simulation up to only 10K nodes. Other works have used
solvers to improve network flows [11, 15, 22, 29]. Moreover,
multiple projects focused on job placement to provide high
availability of services [2, 7, 8, 44]. At Facebook, both RAS
and Shard Manager [33] use a common library called ReBalancer to formulate constrained optimization problems.
Internally, ReBalancer can choose different backend solvers
to solve an optimization problem. ReBalancer uses a MIP
solver for RAS, but uses a local-search-based solver [1] for
Shard Manager because Shard Manager needs to perform
near-realtime shard-to-container allocation in seconds. Previous approaches on scheduling can be supplemental to RAS,
as they can schedule containers within the logical cluster created by RAS. Furthermore, RAS presents a MIP formulation
of server assignment and scales it to handle the resources of
a multi-datacenter region for the first time.
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Cluster scalability and server assignments. Scaling
cluster managers has received a significant amount of attention in the past. Kubernetes [31] and Hydra [14] approach
scalability through federations while Twine [39] uses sharding. RAS can be integrated with either approach to provide
continuously optimized server assignments. The problem
of assigning servers to clusters has received little attention
in the past. Kubernetes’ cluster autoscaler [32] can respond
to workload growth by provisioning virtual machines in a
public cloud and adding them to a node pool. This is similar
to RAS growing a reservation, but RAS does much more
complex optimizations. Cloudlab [18] presents a quota system within time windows that perform late-binding of containers to servers. It supports a single hardware-type, does
not provide capacity guarantees in the presence of faults
and does not perform continuous optimizations of resources.
HarvestVMs [5] provide flexible VM instances that aim to
exploit underutilized resources in a similar vein to AWS Spot
instances [4], with the ability to grow or shrink based on
underlying hardware. RAS can directly support this use case
through elastic reservations, by building HarvestVMs on top
of elastic reservation in order to maximize efficiency and
provide strict SLAs to services.
Capacity reservations. Cloud providers commonly provide resource reservation offerings [3, 6, 23, 34, 35]. By reserving resources users can have significant cost savings compared to the pay-as-you-go model. Despite the cost-benefits
of these approaches, there is little information of how reservations are materialized, how or if they provide guarantees
against large-scale failures, how heterogeneous hardware
resources and datacenter realities are handled, and if cloud
providers perform one time allocations versus continuous
optimizations like RAS.
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Conclusion

We identified the need to provide guaranteed capacity to services. We presented RAS, Facebook’s region-scale resource
allocator, that addresses this need in the face of datacenter realities such as random and large-scale correlated failures, heterogeneous hardware, and datacenter maintenance.
RAS introduces the concept of reservations and adopts a
two-level architecture that dynamically assigns servers to
reservations and decouples it from container allocation. We
formulated server assignments as a MIP problem and discussed our techniques to scale RAS to handle the resources of
a multi-datacenter region. Finally, we shared our experience
with RAS and our strategy to deploy further region-scale
optimizations.
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